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‘Motion dazzle camouflage’ is the name for the putative effects
of highly conspicuous, often repetitive or complex, patterns on
parameters important in prey capture, such as the perception
of speed, direction and identity. Research into motion dazzle
camouflage is increasing our understanding of the interactions
between visual tracking, the confusion effect and defensive
coloration. However, there is a paucity of research into the
effects of contrast on motion dazzle camouflage: is maximal
contrast a prerequisite for effectiveness? If not, this has
important implications for our recognition of the phenotype
and understanding of the function and mechanisms of potential
motion dazzle camouflage patterns. Here we tested human
participants’ ability to track one moving target among many
identical distractors with surface patterns designed to test the
influence of these factors. In line with previous evidence, we
found that targets with stripes parallel to the object direction of
motion were hardest to track. However, reduction in contrast
did not significantly influence this result. This finding may
bring into question the utility of current definitions of motion
dazzle camouflage, and means that some animal patterns,
such as aposematic or mimetic stripes, may have previously
unrecognized multiple functions.
1. Introduction
A common solution to the need to avoid detection and
capture in animals is through camouflage. However, when
concealing coloration fails, one theorized mechanism through
which coloration may interfere with the capture of an animal
is that of so-called motion dazzle camouflage. First suggested
by Abbot Thayer [1], motion dazzle camouflage is thought
to comprise of high-contrast geometric patterns which may
interrupt the systems of motion detection in visual perception
and leave the observer unable to correctly perceive the speed
2016 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted
use, provided the original author and source are credited.
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or trajectory of the camouflaged object [2,3]. There is support for this hypothesis from studies using
human participants [4–7], although results have been variable [8,9]. Recently, a study by Hogan et al. [10]
indicated that there is a benefit to some high-contrast colorations when targets occur in moving groups of
identical animals. The authors suggest that this is evidence that motion dazzle camouflage is interacting
with the confusion effect; the phenomenon of decreased predator attack success with increased prey
group size (or density [11–13]).
However, few studies of motion dazzle camouflage have explicitly tested the influence of contrast
with appropriate controls, although one study by Scott-Samuel et al. [5] found distortions in perceived
speed for some high-contrast targets moving at fast speeds but not in otherwise identical low-contrast
targets. In contrast with this, a study by Stevens et al. [7] found that striped targets with low contrast
were caught by participants significantly less often than striped targets with high contrast. The relative
paucity of research into the influence of contrast on motion dazzle camouflage may be due to the implicit
assumption of ‘high contrast’ when discussing motion dazzle camouflage. This would mean that the
definition of the pattern includes both function and phenotype. This is a potential route to confusion,
particularly when the mechanisms are not well understood [14,15].
The influence of contrast in motion dazzle camouflage is of interest because it is an important aspect
it shares with disruptive camouflage [7]. Indeed, the first advocate of both mechanisms of defensive
coloration, Thayer [1], discussed both under the same heading of ‘ruptive’ coloration [15]. Disruptive
camouflage patterns are described as containing configurations of contours that help to disrupt the form
or outline of an animal [16]. These patterns contain high internal contrast, but this ceases to be effective if
it results in poor background matching [7,17,18]. There is evidence that disruptive coloration is capable of
reducing detection when targets are stationary but not when in motion [19]. Counter to this, it has been
found that patterns usually associated with dazzle camouflage (maximally contrasting, i.e. black and
white, patterns) appear to come with a cost of increased salience when stationary but benefits when in
motion [7]. However, since the necessity for maximal contrast in motion dazzle camouflage is not wholly
certain, there remains the possibility that this motion dazzle camouflage may be more common than
is previously recognized, due to the restriction of previous research into patterns which have maximal
contrast. Indeed the possibility of non-maximally contrasting dazzle camouflage could also mean that
this type of defensive coloration may co-occur with other patterns.
The influence of prey aggregation on the effects of motion dazzle camouflage is not well understood,
although footage of groups of zebra (Equus burchelli) caused more aberrant motion signals in a
biologically motivated motion detection model than did footage of single zebra [20]. A recent study
by Hughes et al. [8] found that striped targets in groups of six were caught more easily by participants
than uniform grey targets. By contrast, a study by Hogan et al. [10] has since indicated that there are
benefits to some striped patterns to targets in larger groups, and where group size remains constant over
time. In order to investigate the influence of contrast in dazzle camouflage, participants were asked to
play a predator, and track an individual target square among a varying number of distractor squares,
with varied coloration patterns and contrast. These included striped patterns, parallel or orthogonal
to the direction of motion, plus random black-and-white patterns, all in maximal and lower contrast
variants. Although stylized, this approach has been very successful in isolating the mechanism behind
many aspects of real-world predator, and anti-predator, behaviour [8,13,17,19,21,22].
2. Material and methods
A computer-driven task was created in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA, USA) using the
Psychophysics Toolbox extensions [23–25]. All stimuli were viewed at 62 cm from a gamma-corrected
(i.e. linearized) 19′′ Dell Trinitron CRT monitor (Dell Inc., Round Rock, TX, USA), with a refresh rate
of 100 Hz, a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels, and mean luminance of 71.4 cd m−2. At the experimental
viewing distance, each pixel subtended 2.2 minarc.
On each trial, subjects were presented with sets of 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 or 60 moving squares which were
constrained within a central area on the screen (268 × 268 pixels). Each square was 32 × 32 pixels in size,
and moved at 200 pixels s−1 (7.54 visual degrees s−1). The direction of movement of all squares from
one frame to the next can be described as a correlated random walk. The direction of movement of each
square in each frame was random, but with weighted probabilities which were described by a circular
Gaussian distribution, such that continuing in the same direction was the most probable and more
extreme deviations were less probable. The standard deviation of the circular Gaussian distribution was
fixed at π/8 radians in this experiment, a value that was selected from pilot studies. In the current study,
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Figure 1. Illustration of the stimuli used: (a) Square pattern with stripes orthogonal to horizontal movement, (b) square pattern with
lines parallel to horizontal movement, (c) binary noise square pattern, (d–f ) lower contrast versions of a–c, (g) example of screen with
the mean luminance background.
the orientation of the squares matched their direction of movement, such that each square maintained
a constant orientation relative to its heading, which allowed the investigation of the effect of oriented
colour patterns.
In each trial, the background upon which the objects were drawn was the mean luminance of the
targets (71.4 cd m−2, see figure 1g). There were three coloration treatments applied to the moving squares,
and each of these occurred in either high- or low-contrast conditions. In the high-contrast condition
the contrast of the treatment was 100% (0.5 and 132.5 cd m−2) and in the lower contrast condition the
contrast of the treatment was set at 50% (38 and 103 cd m−2). The three coloration treatments applied to
the moving squares were either a binary pattern with each 4 × 4 pixel area being either dark or light with
equal probability (figure 1c), or two coloration patterns each made up of a square-wave grating with
wavelength 8 pixels, oriented either parallel or orthogonal in relation to the square’s motion (figure 1a,b).
The phase of the square-wave (starting dark–light or vice versa) was randomly assigned as 0° or 180°
with probability 1/2. Each combination of square coloration and contrast were combined factorially to
form six conditions.
The participant’s task was to track the movements of the target square with a mouse-controlled on-
screen cursor (a red circle, so as to provide clear discrimination from the targets and background, with
an 8 pixel radius) until the end of a 5000 ms moving period. One of the squares was highlighted for
1000 ms at the onset of each trial, indicating that this was the target square. The Cartesian locations of
the centre of the target square and centre of the cursor were recorded every 10 ms. The mean distance
of the cursor from the target in pixels for the final 4000 ms of each trial was calculated and recorded.
Participants completed four practice trials which were excluded from the analysis, followed by 336 trials
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Figure2. Plots of participantmean trackingerror against object number;maximal contrast conditionsplottedwith solid lines and circular
points; lower contrast with dashed lines and triangles. Error bars indicate within-subject 95% confidence intervals.
in six randomly ordered blocks, one for each combination of coloration condition and contrast level. The
order of trials within each block was also randomized independently for each subject. There were 14
participants, who were recruited opportunistically, and each was reimbursed £7 for participation. Each
gave their informed written consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the experiment
was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Science, University of Bristol.
All statistical analysis was performed in R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, www.
R-project.org). Participant mean response errors were distributed approximately lognormally, so
were transformed with a natural logarithm for all analyses, which utilized General Linear Mixed
Models (function lmer in the lme4 package; [26]). Relaxing the compound symmetry assumption
for this repeated measures design, by use of generalized least squares (function gls in package
nlme; [27]), produced a very similar result in terms of effect sizes and statistical significance, so
we present the simpler analyses here. The most complex model fitted number of distractors as a
quadratic polynomial, along with the two factors, target coloration type and contrast level. The
first model includes the three-way interaction of these factors, and subsequent models address
whether main or interaction effects can instead be modelled as linear terms. The change in
deviance between models with and without the predictor variables of interest was tested against a
χ2-distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in degrees of freedom between the
models [28].
3. Results
A model which included all interactions and fitted number as a quadratic polynomial was significantly
better than one with a linear fit to number (χ2 = 198.76, d.f. = 6, p< 0.001, AIC −395.33 versus −582.2)
so number was fitted as a quadratic polynomial in all following analyses. The three-way interaction
between number, contrast and target coloration was not significant (χ2 = 0.4994, d.f. = 4, p= 0.9736,
AIC −589.7 versus –582.2). The interaction between target coloration and contrast was not significant
(χ2 = 0.4992, d.f. = 2, p= 0.7791, AIC −593.2 versus −589.7) nor was the interaction between contrast
and number (χ2 = 4.4025, d.f. = 2, p= 0.1107, AIC −592.79 versus −593.20) or the interaction between
target coloration and number (χ2 = 7.1241, d.f. = 4, p= 0.1295, AIC −593.67 versus −592.79; figure 2).
However, there were significant main effects of target coloration (χ2 = 43.14, d.f. = 2, p< 0.001, AIC
−593.67 versus −554.53) and number (χ2 = 802.47, d.f. = 2, p< 0.001, AIC −593.67 versus 204.80), but
no significant main effect of contrast level (χ2 = 0.62, d.f. = 1, p= 0.4303, AIC −593.67 versus −595.53).
Post hoc tests on the main effect of target coloration, using Tukey-type control for multiple testing (R
package multcomp; [29]), indicate that the parallel striped pattern caused greater errors than both the
orthogonally striped one (z= 2.464, p= 0.0365) and the binary pattern (z= 5.064, p= < 0.001), and further
that the orthogonally striped pattern caused greater errors than the binary pattern (z= 2.599, p= 0.0252;
figure 3).
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Figure 3. Plot of fitted model, colour indicates target coloration condition and line solidarity indicates contrast condition. Maximal
contrast conditions plotted with solid lines. Error bars indicate within-subject 95% confidence intervals.
4. Discussion
The pattern of results found for all coloration and contrast conditions is consistent with the confusion
effect; participant tracking errors increased significantly with group size in all cases. There were
significant main effects of target coloration condition, with parallel striped patterns causing greater
errors than orthogonally striped patterns, which in turn caused greater errors than the binary pattern.
In contrast with predictions, there was no significant effect of contrast on tracking errors, at the levels of
contrast tested.
Both target coloration conditions with linear contours caused significantly greater errors than the
otherwise similar binary condition. This indicates that the presence of linear contours and/or a repetitive
pattern is important for the effects of target coloration on tracking, which may support suggestions from
the literature that spatio-temporal aliasing and or the aperture problem may be the mechanisms behind
motion dazzle camouflage [20]. This result also indicates that patterns which may be high in contrast
but do not incorporate regular patterns, for instance typical disruptive camouflage [7,16,18,30] may not
maximize benefits for the prey in terms of interference with motion tracking by predators. This is not
to say that such patterns have no benefit to moving animals; Hall et al. [19] have previously shown that
disruptive camouflage patterns impair discrimination between similarly coloured moving targets.
In line with previous work using similar paradigms, tracking errors were greater when targets
occurred in larger group sizes. In addition, the effects of target coloration correspond with Hogan
et al. [10], where parallel striped patterns were found to cause greater tracking errors than orthogonally
striped ones or trinary background matching patterns. However in this case, we found no evidence of an
increased interaction with the confusion effect (the increase of error with group size) for parallel striped
patterns relative to the other patterns. While this could be an artefact of the experimental design, in that
since the trinary pattern was not included in the experiment, there is no longer a ‘control’ against which
to differ, this may be unlikely because previous findings indicated that the errors caused by orthogonally
striped patterns were equivalent to those of background matching patterns. Nevertheless, the overall
finding that parallel striped patterns impede target tracking is upheld. This suggests that animals
may benefit from such patterns when moving in groups. Phylogenetically controlled correlations of
ecology and coloration may corroborate this interpretation; Seehausen et al. [31] found that the evolution
of longitudinal stripes was correlated with piscivorous feeding modes and with shoaling behaviour,
ecological parameters which may suggest a need for camouflage that works in moving groups of animals.
Additionally, Allen et al. [32] found that snakes with longitudinal stripes were generally fast, small and
often exposed to visual hunters, indicating that the animal may be under selection for coloration that is
effective in movement masking.
Contrary to the results of Scott-Samuel et al. [5] who found an advantage to high contrast, and the
results of Stevens et al. [7] who found an advantage to low contrast, we found no significant effect
of contrast. These differences could stem from the experimental designs used; Scott-Samuel et al.’s
experiment interrogated speed judgements, and Stevens et al.’s target capture, whereas here we measure
target tracking. Alternatively, the levels of contrast used may account for the differences; Scott-Samuel
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et al. used far lower levels in their low-contrast treatment (6.25% compared to our 50%), although Stevens
et al. used levels of contrast more similar to those used here. Future research should try a range of contrast
levels on a range of backgrounds, to ascertain the relationship between contrast and motion dazzle
effects. If upheld, as it is for moving patterns (dynamic dazzle) [33] the lack of the necessity for maximal
contrast may also have wider implications for the understanding of which patterns may constitute
motion dazzle camouflage. The commonly cited definitions of motion dazzle camouflage include both
function and phenotype, but if there are patterns that have the same function (and mechanisms) but
mismatching phenotype the utility of the current definitions may become questionable.
If maximal contrast is not necessary to invoke the mechanisms of dazzle camouflage, this could have
wide-ranging implications for the understanding of motion dazzle coloration. It has been demonstrated
that high-contrast patterns may have advantages for moving animals but disadvantages for stationary
animals [7]. However, if maximal contrast is unnecessary, it may be the case that animal patterns
only have to maintain a certain level of contrast for the animal to benefit from motion dazzle when
moving. This could minimize the costs of dazzle camouflage, and make the possibility of dual function
or compromise patterns including dazzle camouflage more realistic, indeed many animal patterns not
considered to constitute motion dazzle contain repetitive elements, most obviously the aposematic
patterns of wasps, bees and their hoverfly mimics [34–36]. This would also considerably widen the pool
of possible instances of motion dazzle camouflage by moving the focus away from maximally contrasting
(black and white) patterns into any repetitive patterns with a threshold level of contrast.
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